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“A book about wool and sheep, the making of Scotland, England and farming, textile
manufacture, folklore and, crucially, the essential craft of knitting.” —Janice Galloway, author of
Jellyfish Over the course of a year, Esther Rutter—who grew up on a sheep farm in Suffolk, and
learned to spin, weave and knit as a child—travels the length of the British Isles, to tell the story
of wool’s long history here. She unearths fascinating histories of communities whose lives were
shaped by wool, from the mill workers of the Border countries, to the English market towns built
on profits of the wool trade, and the Highland communities cleared for sheep farming; and finds
tradition and innovation intermingling in today’s knitwear industries. Along the way, she explores
wool’s rich culture by knitting and crafting culturally significant garments from our history—
among them gloves, a scarf, a baby blanket, socks and a fisherman’s jumper—reminding us of
the value of craft and our intimate relationship with wool.This Golden Fleece is at once a
meditation on the craft and history of knitting, and a fascinating exploration of wool’s influence
on our landscape, history and culture. “Wondrous.” —BBC Countryfile “A yarn well told.” —The
Irish Times “A compelling literary journey through the social history of wool in the British Isles.” —
Karen Lloyd, author of The Gathering Tide “[Rutter’s] stops on her journey around Britain also
knit together the past and the present, the social, historical and the personal, in an altogether
engaging way.” —Books from Scotland
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firsthand account of one of the most consequential presidencies in American
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ESTHER RUTTER studied English at Oxford University’s Magdalen College and is currently
Writer in Residence at the University of St Andrews. Now living in Fife, she grew up on a Suffolk
sheep farm and retains an affection for all things woolly. You can follow her knitting adventures
on Instagram @thisgoldenfleece and Twitter @thisgoldfleece.‘A compelling literary journey
through the social history of wool in the British Isles’ Karen Lloyd, author of The Gathering
Tide‘This is a book about wool and sheep, the making of Scotland, England and farming, textile
manufacture, folklore and, crucially, the essential craft of knitting. The plying of wool had been a
vital survival skill for over two millennia in Britain before the Romans showed up (bringing their
own sheep with them, just in case) making this domestic skill a founding piece of “civilisation”.
From fairytales to debate regarding national identity, from the year dot to the tragedy of the
Scottish Clearances and beyond, the history of plain, purl and intarsia is woven together by
Esther Rutter, whose own skill with needles, learned from practical experience, attests that this
ancient craft is nothing less than a wonder of civilization. Beautifully written too’ Janice Galloway,
author of This Is Not About Me‘[Rutter’s] stops on her journey round Britain also knit together the
past and the present, the social, historical and the personal, in an altogether engaging way …
The world of wool is, Rutter shows, an entirely intriguing subculture. It is the mark of a good
writer that they can communicate their own fascination, and maybe even spread it, and this
debut book marks her out as a non-fiction writer worth following’ Books from Scotland‘Esther
Rutter unravels the social history and allure of knitting, from Fair Isle to Cornwall via the Hebrides
… in her fascinating book’ Stornoway Gazette‘An engaging and highly informative read, packed
with information but made to connect as Esther tells her own story along with other knitters’
tales’ Knitting Magazine‘A beautifully illustrated book that tells the story of wool in the British
Isles’ Cotswold Life‘You don’t have to be a knitter to enjoy this wondrous book, although as one, I
did smile through most of its pages … Through [Rutter’s] words, we meet the people who have
kept the craft alive, passing it down from one generation the next and, in doing so, keeping it
alive for many years to come ’BBC Countryfile‘A delightful, informative account … Esther’s
personal tread is light, and the happy balance she has struck between observation and research
makes This Golden Fleece a great pleasure to read. Whether you are a knitter yourself,
interested in social history, enjoy travel writing with a particular focus, or want to know more
about Britain’s sheep and the qualities and uses of their wool, I recommend it wholeheartedly’‘A
fantastic gift for the knitter and reader in your life … a personal and fascinating story perfect for
the yarn-obsessed’ ‘Must read’, Knitting Magazine‘A heart-warming mix of travel, memoir and
social history … A highlight is the chapter on Revolutionary Knitting which focuses on the
empowerment knitting has given women throughout history, from the French Revolution to more
recent protests against a certain American President’ 4.5 stars, Scottish Field‘This agile book
unravels wool’s long history across Britain, mixing memoir, cultural history and crafting. Esther’s
study thrives on the localism of sheep, technique and language’ Cumbria LifeTHIS GOLDEN
FLEECEA Journey Through Britain’s Knitted HistoryESTHER RUTTERFor Tom and Rose –chief
recipients of my knittingIn MemoriamWalford Arnold Griffiths14.11.1932–
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make salient what might otherwise remain obscure.’IGOR KOPYTOFF, The Cultural Biography
of Things1It was December, the dog-end of the year. Across the country, offices hit their annual
administrative climax. Work piled up: reports to finish, invoices to issue, Christmas cards to
send. I scribbled my signature on letters to people I had never met, compiled spreadsheets,
printed out an acreage of labels. I hated not only the grind of endless meetings and stuffing
envelopes, but also the secondary nature of this job, centred on assisting someone else’s
working life. At home in the evening, I sat and stewed as I knitted a soft blue scarf, a Christmas
present for my mother-in-law. Knitting normally soothes me, but the repetitive knit, purl, knit of
the scarf did not occupy enough of my mind to wrest away my frustration with work. My mind
turned to January, with its promise of newness. I did not want to spend another year in that office.
I wanted out.Christmas arrived, and I headed south to pay my respects to parents, siblings,
friends. After a week squashed into a small house whilst rain thrummed on the windows, I
travelled with my husband to visit his family in Grasmere, Cumbria. New Year’s Day dawned
clear and cold, and we strode out to shake off the old year’s languor. The frost-nipped air blew in
chilly celebration as we got out of the car at Rusland Cross and took our first steps of the year
towards High Ickenthwaite.Bundled into coats, with scarves wrapping us like untidy parcels, we
were pushed along by brisk winter winds. After an hour, we reached the wood at Heald Brow,
which was ringed with a fence topped with rusting wire. Caught in the fence’s barbs were tufts of
wool, silver in winter’s weak sun. Sheep, at the bounds of their territory, scratched their itches
here, leaving traces of themselves on the wire. I pulled away some fibres and rolled them on my
palm. Grey, black and white, the strands curled in my hand. They felt waxy against my fingers,
soft and greasy with lanolin. I balled the fibres in my pocket, carrying them with me like a
charm.Cumbria is a landscape shaped by sheep. The county’s hilly slopes require a particular
type of farming: upland shepherding, quite different from its lowland cousin. Old Westmorland
and Cumberland’s drystone walls enclose the more fertile land around farms, keeping sheep
away from the valleys’ cultivated fields to graze on the fells. This higher pasture is common land:
sheep are free to graze as far as their feet can take them. Native Herdwick sheep need no
fences: they are ‘heafed’ or ‘hefted’, equipped with internal compasses calibrated to their own
acreage.By half-past three, the gloaming began to gather in, driving us indoors. Warm and
weary, I let the weather pin me to the sofa, where I looked again through my Christmas presents.
Inside a paper bag with the tag ‘love from Mum’ were four balls of wool – peaty black, charcoal,
dove grey, white. Banded with paper round the middle, this was Shetland Heritage yarn from
Jamieson & Smith. Printed on the band was a line of tiny symbols: a shepherd’s crook, a hand
dipped in water, an iron crossed through, and – my favourite – three tiny Shetland sheep with
horns and curling fleeces, staring down the crook. Three renegades from Britain’s north-east
edge, their horns a proud trumpet and a warning.I took a sniff. A strong outdoor smell, rich and



greasy, caught my nostrils. It was an unmistakably sheepy funk, the same scent from Heald
Brow wood. Woolly fibres waved and snaked away from the yarn’s central strand, black flecked
with white, cream specks on brown. This was soft and sturdy Shetland oo, the w and l clipped off
the English word. Familiar yet strange; the wool had come from among some seven hundred
crofts and farms in Shetland’s scattered archipelago, caught between the Atlantic Ocean and
the North Sea. My four balls of yarn, fading dark to light, yielded to the pressure in my palm then
bounced back, comfortable in their shape. My fingers prickled with the urge to knit them up.
What would I make from this hardy wool?I am not new to knitting. Gloves, hats, jumpers,
cardigans and bootees: for more than twenty years I’ve made clothes for everyone from baby
cousins to grandparents. Like many knitters, I began with a simple scarf. Herald of a lifelong love
affair or a short, frustrated passion, making a scarf is a new knitter’s rite of passage. Cast on by
Mum, Grandma, friend or neighbour, we are handed down crafty DNA in DK yarn. ‘DK’ is our first
shibboleth, an abbreviation for ‘double knitting’, the weight of yarn light enough for inexpert
fingers to handle easily but sufficiently thick to soon show progress. Needles looped with a row
of simple stitches are placed in eager hands like magic wands. Hands whose muscles must
learn new lessons.At first we hold too firmly, stabbing and pulling stitches in excitement. Faced
with knitting now bunched tight as tweed, we loosen our stitches, which swell, drop and increase
in number outside of our control. With its row upon row of knit stitches, the scarf is a teacher in
tension. When presented with a hole, a bulge, an unexpected widening, the other knitter is
momentarily dismayed. ‘How did you do that?’ comes the question; ‘I don’t know,’ wailed in
answer.Quotidian yet extraordinary, wool has been worn for millennia on every part of the human
body. Coated with lanolin, its fibres are waterproof and absorb odour. Wool draws moisture away
from the skin, keeping us warmer and dryer than most synthetic fabrics. For several thousand
years humans have spun the hair from sheep, goats and llamas using spindles or a spinning
wheel, or matted it to form felt. Once twisted into thread, wool fibres can be knitted, or woven
into cloth then draped across the floors, walls and windows of our homes, blocking drafts and
damp. Wool cocoons our families in its warmth.I love the magic of turning yarn into a garment,
but I felt stumped by the sheepiness of these small, strongly scented cobs. Would anyone I know
want something made with this rich-smelling wool in its proud natural shades? The symbols on
the yarn band told me it could not be machine-washed, or ironed, and that its fibres needed
hand-washing. It was too full of personality to be subdued into an ordinary knit. This Shetland
wool demanded more of its knitter, issuing a challenge and an invitation: that I find a pattern that
allowed it to be itself. To do this, I needed to understand its genesis, and its story.A woollen
thread runs back several thousand years through British history. Long before the Romans, Stone
Age Britons used the fleece and hide of sheep for clothes and bedding; spindle whorls found
from Shetland to Jersey show that these islands’ people have spun yarn from wool for millennia.
Yorkshire’s mill towns swelled on the wealth of wool; the stone churches of the Cotswolds raised
spires to their skies in thanks for its abundance. Without wool, Britain would not be itself, and yet
it is a history that I barely knew.I decide to unpick Britain’s woolly story. This will be my new



year’s quest, starting with 440 metres of fine Shetland wool. I will leave my office job to knit my
way across the British Isles. Wool will be my compass and my guidebook – to Fair Isle, Yorkshire,
the Cotswolds, and beyond – as I work my way from north to south and east to west. I will write
about the wool I find and what I knit with it: why we do it, how we do it, who has done it.Knitting
will shape my journey through the coming year.Notes1Igor Kopytoff, ‘The Cultural Biography of
Things: Commoditization as Process’, in The Social Life of Things, ed. Arjun Appadurai
(Cambridge University Press, 1986), p. 671Dentdale GlovesThe thought of spending a year with
wool feels like a homecoming. From the age of five until I was a teenager, I lived beside a sheep
farm in Suffolk. My family had ended up there by mistake: my father’s bankruptcy had snatched
away our house, and this cottage was the only place available to rent. With newspaper stuffed
under the floorboards for insulation and a bathroom in a lean-to out the back, Farm Cottage was
a messy, working house, its dark-brown acrylic carpet chosen to resist stains from muddy boots.
Once a dairy, the cottage was the width of a single room, ensuring that at least two walls in every
room were kept cool by the outside air. Opposite was a muddle of barns and farm buildings,
where rats hid in feed bins and swallows nested in the rafters. The air was ripe with the smell of
mud and muck and straw.‘If I see a sheep, I have to have it.’ These words have been a family
joke since we first heard them on the doorstep of our new cottage, the greeting of a stocky
middle-aged man in corduroy trousers and checked shirt liberally spattered with brown matter,
who farmed the fields around our home. Walford Arnold Griffiths – the Celtic syllables of his
name gave away his Welsh border roots – was a man obsessed by sheep.My parents were not
farmers, and we had never lived on a farm before, but I soon fell in love with living there. The
farm was an escape from the house, from money worries and unvoiced guilt and
disappointment. As soon as we arrived, I began volunteering to ‘help’ on the farm as much as I
could, a handy retreat from the times when my parents let their anger bloom into shouting.Sheep
were simple in their needs. They wanted food, water, the occasional helping hand with lambing.
In the farmyard uniform of wellies, grubby trousers and an old jacket, I trudged out to the fields
early on dark spring mornings to stick my small hands inside lambing ewes, reaching for heads
and slimy ankles to guide new life into the world. I blew warm breath into ovine lungs, got
covered in ticks during shearing, and lugged around cracked buckets of mineral lick. My younger
brothers and I rode on the hay wagon in high summer and scrambled up the sides of slippery
straw bales. Sheep nibbled at the edges of our garden and sometimes strayed inside it,
panicking back into the fields when we ran towards them. Lamby, an orphan whom no ewe
would mother, came to live on a pile of newspapers in our kitchen. Penned in by cardboard
boxes and my baby brother’s stairgate, Lamby was fed from a bottle, sucking the long orange
teat with lusty vigour. His urine stained the kitchen lino yellow but I loved Lamby with a child’s
unchecked passion. I am not sure my parents felt the same.Farming was the stuff of life for Mr
Griffiths, as we always called him, a passion surpassing even his love of church and song. His
attachment to sheep was lifelong, his knowledge and skill connected through the generations to
an ancient culture of sheep farming in Britain.Since the Bronze Age, much of Britain’s wealth has



come from sheep’s fleece. The Roman historian St Dionysius Alexandrinus remarked that spun
British wool could only be matched in fineness by a spider’s silken thread.1 There had been
sheep in the British Isles for at least two millennia when the Romans arrived, but these
Continental colonists brought their own sheep with them, some of which seem to have been a
short-fleeced, self-shedding Cretan type suited to the Mediterranean climate, perhaps
precursors of today’s Wiltshire Horn breed.2 They had been bred to have fleece with fibres
shorter and paler than those of Britain’s native sheep. Selective animal husbandry tends to
breed out natural pigments, and pure white wool will take a coloured dye, whereas naturally
pigmented fibres are far harder to colour reliably. Wherever the Romans colonized, their sheep
came too. And they were well-protected: sources speak of Roman sheep wearing jackets made
of skin to keep their fleece free of burrs and twigs.The Romans found that the fleece of British
flocks was thick and waterproof, with a long staple (the natural length of a lock of fleece), which
could turn the rain. They bred their Continental sheep with native stock to create the forebears of
many of the breeds we know today, and as the Roman world stretched across Europe, so too did
the trade in British wool. Diocletian’s Edict on Maximum Prices, issued in 301 CE, notes that
‘British woollen rugs are priced above all others.’In the Middle Ages, British wool spun on looms
in northern Europe still fetched the highest prices in the Western world. During the fourteenth
century, intricate and skilful ways of weaving wool were introduced to Britain by Flemish
weavers; what followed was a boom in weaving cloth, bringing wealth to wool-producing
counties from the Cotswolds to East Anglia, Devon to Yorkshire. The economic importance of
wool was such that it was placed at the very heart of government: Edward III (1327–77)
proclaimed that the Lord Chancellor should sit on a bale of wool in Parliament. This Woolsack is
still in use in the House of Lords, albeit in a newer form – it is now filled with wool from across the
Commonwealth. In front of it is the Judges’ Woolsack, the huge cushion occupied during the
State Opening of Parliament by the most senior members of the judiciary.Successive monarchs
and parliaments were keen to maintain the buoyancy of the wool trade and its associated
industries. In 1571, Elizabeth I had Parliament decree that everyone older than six (‘except
Maydens, Ladyes and Gentlewomen [and] al Noble Personages’) should ‘use and weare upon
the Saboth and Holy Daye, onles in the tyme of their travel […] upon their head one Cappe of
Woll Knytt, thicked [felted] and dressed in England […] and onely dressed and finished by some
of the Trade or Science of Cappers’.3 Failure to do so incurred a fine of 3s. 4d. per day, which
represented five days’ wages for a skilled tradesman.4 A sumptuary law not for the wealthy but
the ordinary, the Cappers’ Act had been introduced to protect the livelihood of members of the
Guild of Cappers and their dependants; unpopular and difficult to regulate, it was repealed in
1597.Regulations on wearing wool were not just for the living. Responding to a depression in the
wool trade in the following century, Charles II’s Parliament passed an Act in 1666 making it illegal
to bury ‘any corpse in any shirt, shift, sheet or shroud […] in any thing other than what is made of
sheep’s wool only’;5 framed as a statute in 1667, it was only repealed in 1814.6 Upholding the
regulation required the swearing of affidavits by ‘two credible persons’ in front of a Justice of the



Peace or a priest within eight days of the burial. As with the earlier Cappers’ Act, however, it was
often ignored: by 1735, Pope’s satirical Moral Essays indicates that the practice of burying in
wool had become if not obsolete, at least unfashionable. Narcissa, believed to be a
representation of either the Duchess of Hamilton or the popular actress Anne Oldfield, ends her
life with the words, ‘Odious! in woollen! ‘twould a Saint provoke!’, instead requesting,‘No, let a
charming chintz and Brussels laceWrap my cold limbs and shade my lifeless face:One would
not, sure, be frightful when one’s dead.’7North of the border, sheep reshaped Scotland’s
landscape and history; money from the wool trade built the monasteries in the twelfth century
and, six hundred years later, was responsible for tearing down the Highland townships8 as
landowners replaced the human population with an ovine one. In Yorkshire, wool built the great
mill towns of Halifax, Bradford and Leeds in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, where
British fleece was combined with imported fibres from across the world – silk, alpaca, cotton – to
produce textiles such as grosgrain, princetta and parramatta.9 The increase in labour costs and
the ready supply of cotton from Britain’s colonies finally caused the decline of these industries
by the beginning of the twentieth century.Turning raw wool to spun yarn has a magic charm. As a
free-range child on the farm, I pulled tufts of wool from wire fences, stuffing them into my pocket.
My mum had a wooden spinning wheel and from time to time would spin her own yarn. Using a
huge pair of carders – broad brushes with hard, sharp spines – she untangled the clots of dirty
wool I brought in from the fields. The carders tugged at each other like burrs, separating the wool
into smooth strands. By pushing the spiny paddles towards each other, a smooth rolag of wool
would magically appear between their spikes. Then Mum set the spinning wheel whirring with
her foot to coax this fat cigar of carded wool into yarn.If this sounds like a fairy tale, it’s no
coincidence. Images of transformation at the spinning wheel pepper the world’s folk stories.
Think of Rumpelstiltskin, spinning gold from straw. Or Sleeping Beauty, pricking her finger on a
spinning wheel and falling into a slumber so deep naught but one can wake her. From Greek
mythology comes Jason and the Argonauts’ quest for the Golden Fleece. Jason, eager to
reclaim his father Aeson’s stolen throne, was tasked to bring back a golden fleece from Colchis,
part of present-day Georgia. There Phrixus, after escaping death on the back of a winged ram,
had sacrificed his unusual steed and gave its golden fleece in thanks to Colchis’s ruler, Aeëtes.
Hanging the fleece in a tree, Aeëtes instructed that it should be guarded by a never-sleeping
dragon, lest a prophecy should come true that his kingdom would fall if it left. With his crew
aboard the Argo, Jason set off to claim the fleece, enduring numerous tribulations before
passing through the Bosphorus, the straits at the edge of the Greek world. In Colchis, Aeëtes,
loath to lose the fleece, set Jason further trials: he must yoke fire-breathing bulls to a plough and
sow dragon’s teeth into its tilled furrows. From these sprang soldiers, to be slain by Jason.
Assisted by Aeëtes’s daughter Medea, Jason won back the fleece, aureate symbol of wealth
and power.Women who spin, knit and weave are legend, from Homer’s Penelope, unravelling
and reweaving a shroud as she waits for Odysseus’s return, to mythic Ariadne, saving Theseus
in the Cretan labyrinth with her ball of yarn. In Greek mythology, the three Fates, the Moirai, hold



the mother thread of life – Clotho spins it, her sister Lachesis measures it, and Atropos clips it
short. In Norse mythology, the Norns, goddesses wielding shears and spindles, do likewise.
Women with their spinning wheels have long been agents for change and enchantment.It’s not
only the tales we tell, but how we tell them. Wool has left its mark on our speech. When we want
to recount a story, we spin a yarn. If we deceive, we pull the wool over people’s eyes. For
centuries, female spinsters (the masculine form is ‘spinner’) spun wool to earn their livelihood,
and the word gradually became synonymous with ‘unmarried woman’, one not dependent on a
husband for her keep. We weave narratives as we weave cloth, and our words for them are
bound together: ‘text’ and ‘textile’ share the same Latin root, texere, to weave. Our terms for
working wool and words intertwine.In Cumbria, amid the debris of Christmas, I plan this year’s
adventure. Shetland yarn beside me, I think through the months ahead, plotting a knitter’s
course around the British Isles and planning visits to places shaped or built by wool. In Scotland,
there are the islands of Shetland and the Hebrides, the settlements of Brora, Gairloch, Hawick.
Down through the dales and mill towns of Cumbria, Northumberland and Yorkshire and past the
knitting-machine clatter of the Midlands, I could then head east to the wool towns of Suffolk,
thence west to Wales to unpick the Welsh love of sheep. Where should I start, and what shall I
knit first?A confession. Mea culpa, I am a messy and disobedient knitter. I can’t stick to patterns,
baulking at their prescription for specific needle sizes and yarn types, and instead experiment by
changing colours, adding stripes and meddling with stitch counts. Recipients of this knitwear
have been known to hide my handiwork discreetly in drawers whilst their babies outgrow it.
Three times I have made hats so misshapen as to be unwearable, sometimes needing hot-
washing to shrink them down to a suitable size. Once this resulted in a dense Rastafarian-style
cap with a crown so tight I had to cut it open to fit my head inside, my face then framed by two
unintentional earflaps.I’ve had better luck with hands than heads, working from the Victoria and
Albert Museum’s archive of historic patterns to knit several pairs of 1940s Fair Isle mitts. With
stiff and sturdy DK-knit fingers, these are gloves thick enough to keep you warm in a North Sea
gale. When I wear them, people say, ‘I’d pay money for those,’ but, though I’m flattered, I have no
intention of going into business. It would be false economy: weeks of knitting in exchange for a
few pounds and the heartbreak of letting go.Gloves are, then, the perfect place for me to start.
After all, this will be a journey of the hands, knitting fingers acting as my guide. To become more
skilful, I must learn to trust them. A knitter’s hands are those of an artist, deft and often quicker-
thinking than the conscious mind. Knitwear designer Karie Westermann first experienced this
when her desire to knit revived after many years’ absence. Recovering from a serious illness in
her twenties, unable to read, watch television or listen to the radio, she amassed yarn and
needles in her lap and asked her partner to find instructions for casting on. ‘Look at your hands,’
he responded, and Westermann found that her fingers were already at work: ‘my hands’
memories of carefully forming stitches were still inside my body.’10 With muscle memory hard-
wired, our bodies are palimpsests of our experience. Memory exists in the body as well as the
mind.With gloves as my talisman, I now need a pattern to suit the Shetland yarn given to me,



one that will work in tones of black and white. Seeing me searching for patterns on Ravelry, the
knitter’s social network, my father-in-law asks me what I am doing. When I explain, he reminds
me that the Wordsworth Museum, where he has worked all his adult life, holds a small collection
of black and white gloves hand-knitted in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The museum
lies across the lane from this house, metres from where I sit. Though its doors are now shut for
winter, Jeff, as the curator, always has the keys to hand.As well as displaying original
manuscripts and Wordsworthian ephemera, the museum tells the story of the Lakeland world
that inspired the Romantic poets William Wordsworth, Samuel Taylor Coleridge and Robert
Southey. Jeff unlocks the door, silencing alarms and flooding display cabinets with light. Here, in
an old wooden case perched in the museum’s darkest corner, hang three pairs of exquisitely
patterned gloves, made by Dentdale knitters. Thirty miles to the south-east of Grasmere,
Dentdale anomalously falls within both the Yorkshire Dales National Park and the county of
Cumbria – and, in the nineteenth century, became famous for its ‘Terrible Knitters’, immortalized
as ‘the Terrible Knitters e’ Dent’, in Southey’s tale of the same name.11 Two sisters from
Grasmere were apprenticed to a knitter in Dent and Southey tells of their unsuccessful attempt
to learn this trade. Dentdale’s knitters were known for their speed and skill – ‘terrible’, like ‘awful’,
then denoting impressiveness.The gloves made by such ‘Terrible Knitters’ show few signs of
wear, though the oldest was knitted around 170 years ago. Protected from curious hands in their
curatorial vitrine, their slender fingers droop in checkerboard black and white, palms and backs
patterned with diamonds. The cuffs are ribbed and tasselled, girdled with letters and numbers. I
lean forward to get a closer look and see a set of minute names and dates knitted into the
gloves: G. Walton, 1846; A. Pearson, 1885; H. Inglis, 1924.For me, these gloves have a time-
travelling draw, both enthralling and repellent. The people who worked and wore these gloves
are long dead, but a trace of them lives on in the museum. Thousands of poetry pilgrims,
searching for Wordsworth, Coleridge and Southey, glance at the names George Walton, Mrs
Inglis and A. Pearson as they pass by. Caught in the woollen fibres of their gloves are their skin
particles, their sweat, the remaining mortal traces of themselves. This thought causes me to
shiver as Jeff opens the case to let me briefly hold the gloves in my cotton-wrapped hands.Jeff
leads me through the half-lit museum to the archives. Disappearing into underground store
rooms, his assistant returns with a stack of buff boxes and blue-grey folders. Placing them
reverently on long wooden tables in the research room, she leaves me with a pile of tools: a
magnifying glass, two foam book rests, and a pencil.I open the first box, and get another shiver.
Inside a nest of tissue are four needles, two tiny balls of wool, and a loop of black-and-white
knitting. The needles are rusted and three of them still hold loops of yarn. This is the beginning of
someone else’s glove, but one which only got as far as its wristband. No palm or back or fingers
have been knitted. The knitter has, however, worked their name, and a date into the cuff: E.
Rawnsley, 1926.Eleanor Rawnsley, born Eleanor Simpson, was the wife of Canon Hardwicke
Rawnsley, co-founder of the National Trust and campaigner for the Lake District to become a
national park. Born in Grasmere, Eleanor became the canon’s secretary and later his second



wife, outliving him by thirty years. Known half in jest as ‘Mrs Grasmere’, Eleanor took an active
role in village life and, among her many activities, directed Grasmere’s Dialect Plays, compiled
scrapbooks of stories from local life, and stockpiled boxes of Westmorland ephemera. Mary
Allen, the knitter of the museum’s Inglis gloves, had died two years before Eleanor began hers.
Looking at Eleanor’s needles, I can imagine her plying them decisively, urging herself to carry on
in Mary’s stead, determined to keep up this dying Westmorland tradition. Yet the redoubtable
Mrs Grasmere gave up at the cuff, and for ninety years these needles have sat idle, waiting to be
picked up and the work completed.But not by me: this half-finished glove has now become a
relic in its own right. I will make my own replica Dentdale gloves – and I am not the first. Beside
these gloves in their acid-free archive box is a copy of Knitting Traditions magazine, one page
clearly marked. Turning to it, I find the pattern that I need. In 2011, knitting expert Sue Leighton-
White painstakingly worked out pattern charts for Mary Allen’s gloves, and here they are, ready
for me to use. This black-and-white glove design is typical of the Dales, specifically of Yorkshire’s
West Riding. In these sheep-farming valleys, many families supplemented their household
income with proceeds from the sale of their hand-knitting; indeed, the marketplace at the nearby
town of Kirkby Stephen goes by the name of Stocking Square. Mary Allen was one of the last in
a five-hundred-year tradition to earn her living by hand-knitting.Over time, a special style of
Dales knitting developed to maximize speed whilst maintaining quality. Leighton-White
described how Dales knitters of old moved to and fro with a swaying loll, known as swaving,12
caused by lifting the right arm to strike the loop on the left needle quickly and accurately before
slipping the wool over and the stitch off. Dales knitters sang as they plied the needles, repeating
rhymes and ditties that, like rope-hauling seamen’s shanties, helped them to concentrate on
their monotonous work. So effective was this particular style of knitting that, from the
seventeenth century until the nineteenth, schools were set up to teach impoverished and
orphaned children to earn a living by their pins.Back in my in-laws’ cottage, I set to work, using
Leighton-White’s charts to plot my name and the year. The graph squares are minute, and
although my name isn’t long, I struggle to squeeze it into the space given. I’ve not used graph
paper since school maths lessons; my eyes ache and shoulders tense as I count the tiny
squares, each one about a twelfth of my littlest finger. The letter E followed by a four-square
flower, then R u t t e r. The year I have to shrink, shortening the gaps between the numerals to fit
the wristband. I also check the amount of yarn the pattern requires, and realize that, to complete
the pair, I will need to use not only my black and white skeins, but also the light and dark shades
of grey. I decide to use black and white for the back of the gloves and the grey for the mostly
unseen palms, where the fibres will felt and blur through use, working the front and back back
and forth, then joining them into the round before knitting the fingers. Knitting is often as much a
matter of necessary thrift as carefully considered design.Next I need the right needles: fine pins,
2 mm thick, and double-pointed. I only have single-pointed 2.75 mm needles with me, and
wonder if I could get away with using these instead. But patterns are exact and often unforgiving,
and first I must knit up a tension square. Doing so tests my own natural tension against that of



the pattern; I work a small square of stocking stitch before beginning the gloves in earnest. The
pattern says eleven rows of thirteen stitches should make a square inch of knitting: on my larger
needles, the square comes up too large by half. I fish out a pair of single-pointed 2 mm needles
and try again; this time the square is perfect. I order the requisite set of five double-pointed
needles; soon I will begin this challenge in four strands.The new needles have arrived by the
time I’m back at home in Fife after Scotland’s Hogmanay bank holidays. Reading the pattern, I
see I need to use both pale and dark yarn to cast on each stitch. Casting on is the start of every
knitted item, securely looping the first row of stitches around the needle, though novice knitters
often do not learn how to cast on until they have mastered the in, round, over and off of the knit
stitch, relying on someone else to make their first row of loops. Though I am accomplished with a
cable or thumb cast-on, this two-strand method is new to me, and I carefully reread the
instructions. ‘Form a loop with the background yarn by looping yarn over index finger.’ I
awkwardly crook my finger and wrap the wool around it, then drop the stitch as I turn back to
consult the pattern. Next comes the command to ‘purl into the yarn at the rear of the finger using
the second yarn to form the stitch’. Purling is the knitter’s second stitch, the inverse of a knit
stitch. Putting one needle into the front of each cast-on loop held on my finger, I wrap the yarn in
front of both needles before slipping one pin under the other, moving the new stitch from left to
right. Using one yarn I can purl with aplomb, but purling with two strands is tricky.After a few false
starts I have one wobbly stitch, so loose it barely holds together. I need to tighten both strands,
‘first with the left hand, and then with the right’, and, like magic, the two-yarn tangle transforms
into a neat black loop, held in place with a white twist. I start another stitch; this falls in place
beside its sister. Eight stitches later I count back to check my work and see a pleasingly smart
lower line of porcelain-white stitches topped with a row of black loops: a parade of neat black
sheep with small white feet.I continue casting on up to the required seventy-eight stitches. It’s
easier to do with the right needle hooked under my arm so that I am working onto its point.
Dent’s Terrible Knitters held their pins in place with wooden needle guards, which had a circular
hole at the top and were tucked into the waistbands of their skirts or tied round their waists. I
wish for one of these to hold the needle steady at my waist. Often made from a single piece of
wood as a lover’s token, the needle guards could be straight, curved like a goose’s wing, or
articulated into several looped sections. Some were ornately carved, often with initials, dates
and heart motifs; others were completely plain, little more than a stick. A few survive that have
been made from busks, the wooden stays used to stiffen a woman’s corset.13Casting on has
taken me nearly an hour. There are ninety more rounds to knit to complete the cuffs and palms,
twenty-five for the little finger, thirty-three for the ring and index, and thirty-seven for the long
middle digit. The thumb needs fifty-six short rounds, and everything needs to be doubled for the
other hand. In total that’s 548 rounds. At my current speed, I’ll be knitting twenty-four hours a day
for three weeks before these gloves are done.As I alternate the black and white yarn for the knit
one, purl one rib, I notice that neither colour is exactly true. Against a piece of plain paper,
‘Natural White’ is really a creamy porcelain, a warm shade without a hint of blue. ‘Shetland



Black’ isn’t black, but deepest brown, a dark chocolate flecked with coffee. Wiry fibres reach out
from each yarn, connecting cream to carob. the Shetland Heritage wool was developed to mirror
the homespun wool found in the Shetland Museum and Archives in Lerwick, echoing an era
when every element of a garment could be grown, spun and knit at home.How far back does
Britain’s love affair with wool go? It’s hard to tell; textiles degrade quickly and pre-Roman written
sources about them are few, but bone remains show that by the Bronze Age (c. 2500–800 BCE)
sheep were being farmed in Britain. At first, they weren’t kept for their wool or meat, although
both were likely used by those who kept them. It was the sheep’s unparalleled prowess in
fertilizing the land that made them such a boon to early Britons.The Soay is Britain’s oldest
native sheep breed. Farmed in the British Isles since at least the Iron Age (800 BCE–100 CE),
Soay sheep are small, brown, slender and agile. Today most of the world’s population of Soay
sheep live on the island in the St Kilda archipelago from which they take their name. ‘A most
attractive little animal, by nature a great wanderer,’14 Soay have medium-fine fleece, made of
two types of wool. The first, closest to their skin, is fine and short, with each follicle measuring
15–25 microns, (thousandths of a millimetre). The primary, or outer, layer is usually 30–50
microns thick. This fleece is rougher and includes coarse hairs, and is gathered for combing and
spinning.I say ‘gathered’ because Soay evolved to shear themselves. Since the Bronze Age,
sheep have had their fleece removed by hand, either by rooing – where the shedding fleece is
gently pulled away from the body in spring – or by shearing. Left to their own devices, Soay
sheep moult their coats each summer, the outer layer falling away in time to keep the sheep cool
on the hottest days. They can manage themselves, and need to – St Kilda now has no
permanent human population to shepherd them. This natural moulting process, known as the
‘rise’, causes much of the wool to be lost, carried away on the Atlantic winds that buffet the
island.Today’s Soay sheep are what the archaeologist J. P. Wild calls ‘living fossils’: they remain
genetically near-identical to Britain’s Iron Age sheep. They are one of the Northern European
short-tailed breeds, hardy sheep from Europe’s Arctic edge evolved for cold, wet climates. Many
direct descendants of these sheep still live in Britain, the most numerous being the Shetland.
Shetland sheep are very like Soay, but their wool has been thickened through selective
breeding. Where a Soay fleece typically weighs around half a kilo, a Shetland fleece tips the
scales at two or three times that.Shetland, administratively part of Norway until 1472, retains Old
Norse words in its farming and knitting vocabulary. As well as using a rainbow of specific terms
for fleece colour, Shetlanders also name the markings on their flocks. To me it is an alien litany,
the words exotically unfamiliar. Bersugget means ‘irregularly variegated’; bielset refers to a
sheep with a differently coloured band around the neck. Animals that are dark with white
patches at their head are smirlset; pale beasts with snow-white faces are snaelit, and those with
lower legs a different colour to their bodies are, fittingly, sokket.Each of us dwells in a polyglot
house. Even if we have only a smattering of schoolgirl French, within our mother tongue lie
multiple modes of language, each special and specific. Some are simple theft: Latin plant
names, unapologetically untranslated, imported wholesale. Gardeners know and love them,



scattering them like seeds. To the rest of us, they can be at best incomprehensible, at worst
exclusive. But many subtle tongues are spoken every day, idiolects particular to a place, people
and skill. Consider the builders’ weighty kentledge and the printers’ colophon. The vibrato of a
violinist, the meteorologist’s anemometer, the painter’s gomme and gouache. Selvedge is the
strengthened edge of a piece of fabric, kemps the coarse hairs that crop up in wool.Some words
pop up in many places with different meanings, seemingly unconnected. The rider’s tack is a
world away from the seamstress’s. Compare the cable and cast off of the knitter with the sailor’s.
Each special skill offers the acolyte a new tongue – how do Latinists voice Melpomene and
Calliope, horticulturalists pronounce corymbs?Knitting is no different. The tools of the trade are
simple: wool and needles. But even those terms are complex: wool is fleece when raw and
becomes yarn once spun. Needles can be pins or wires. Each weight and thickness of wool has
its own nomenclature: four-ply or two-ply, sport, double knit, Aran, bulky. Needles are double-
pointed, circular, sized differently in different countries, modernly measured in quarter-millimetre
increments. The language of knitting is also regionally diverse: whilst most know purl and plain,
cast on and cast off, Dent’s Terrible Knitters called their ball of wool a clew, and wound it around
the thropple – a goose’s windpipe filled with dried peas. Should a ball of wool fall to the floor, the
sound of the thropple could be followed even in the dark of a candlelit cottage.As I work the
gloves’ second row I muse on the words knit and purl, the building blocks of knitting. These one-
syllable words, as everyday as food and light and cup, have meanings difficult to describe to
those who do not knit. Both are stitches, secure loops of wool made by looping yarn around two
sticks. Noun and verb, knit is ‘the plainest stitch in knitting’, its roots in the Old English cnyttan,
‘to knot’: joining by knotting. The Old English word was first written down in the tenth century in
Abbot Aelfric of Eynsham’s Latin Grammar: ‘Ic nytte’, glossed with the Latin ‘necto’, I bind. To
knit means to bring together. When broken bones regrow, they knit. Furrowed brows knit too, and
have done so at least since Chaucer wrote his Knight’s Tale some eight hundred years ago: ‘This
Palamon gan knytte his browes tweye.’15If knit is the plainest stitch, purl is more complicated,
both in its formation and etymology. Pirl, purl, pearl – all three refer to a technique of twisting,
winding or spinning thread. A purl is a ‘thread or cord made of twisted loops’. The earliest record
of purling when knitting is from 1655; the use of purl as a verb meaning ‘to twist’ goes back three
centuries further.Although I’m a native English speaker who spent three years at university
studying English and eight years teaching its literature, knitting patterns use words I’ve never
used before. Armscye, steeking, raglan: they offer shibboleths, but I don’t yet know the code.
There’s knitting’s curious shorthand too: ‘k1, p1’ seems simple enough, but ‘cdd’ and ‘p2tog tbl’
send me straight to Google. I can be completely fluent in my own language and not be able to
understand instructions in a knitting pattern.As I inch my way around this glove’s wrist, I am
reminded that knitting is fundamentally about binding together. Not only binding wool to wool,
but wool to sheep and sheep to place. Wool comes from sheep grazed on specific plots of land,
and land gives wool particular properties. In Shetland, two layers of fibres are necessary to
protect sheep from the wet and windy weather. In contrast, the fleece from a mountain breed



such as Herdwick is coarse, wiry and thick, evolved to protect the animal from the cold of the
hills. It makes for dense tweed, rough cloth, hardwearing carpet – and is not often knitted.This
localism is mirrored in the nomenclature of sheep: the Cheviot, Suffolk, Black Welsh Mountain,
Romney, Bluefaced Leicester, Cotswold, Swaledale – all breeds displaying their origins in their
names. Spun yarns are the same. The word ‘worsted’, used to describe smooth, tightly spun
yarn and the textiles woven from it, appears to come from Worstead, a Norfolk village buried
deep in East Anglia.16 Today Worstead is a scattering of houses hard to find on a road map, but
‘worsted’ is a term recognized worldwide. Cardigans, jerseys, Aran sweaters; Harris tweed, Fair
Isle knitwear; fishermen’s guernseys, Welsh-weave blankets: all are seemingly named for the
places that made them, garments often particular to the wool that makes them and the lifestyles
that needed them. Wool can always tie us to a place.I have now knitted as far as the gloves’
name band, which sits like a watch-strap above the ribbed cuff. Working two different-coloured
yarns at the same time is known as ‘stranded colourwork’ and is found in traditional patterns
across knitting communities of the North Atlantic. I check the chart: nine rows of stitches to spell
out my name. Mary Allen’s gloves have H. Inglis worked into them – they were made for money
so bore their intended owner’s name, not the knitter’s. Comparatively wealthy H. Inglis, a visitor
to the dale, drawn there perhaps by the grouse shoot, has become history’s placeholder,
obscuring the maker, Mary Allen. Mine will have my name knitted into them, the manufacturing
chain between maker and wearer pulled as short as it can be.As I work my name in stocking
stitch, alternating strands of black and white, I wonder: What was Mary Allen’s story? Who really
were the knitters of Dent, terrible and otherwise? I turn to textile historian and writer Penelope
Lister Hemingway. Could there be a better name for one dedicated to uncovering knitting’s
history? The Penelope of Homer’s Odyssey spent long years weaving and then unpicking a
shroud for Laertes, Odysseus’s father, delaying her suitors as they vie for her hand in marriage in
her husband’s long absence. Hemingway is a West Yorkshire name from the heart of the
county’s woollen industry. To hem is to stitch closed the edges of a textile with your needle,
making it fast. Hemingway stitches together history through textiles and knitwear, bringing back
to life the knitters and the wearers of those garments.One story she traced is that of Margaret
Thwaite, a nineteenth-century Dentdale knitter incarcerated in York’s Quaker-run asylum, The
Retreat. Trawling through the admission books, Hemingway discovered that Margaret, admitted
as a teenager in 1836, was a Dales farmer’s daughter. Although Margaret was one of several
siblings, she and her mother, Ann, lived together in an isolated cottage, away from their family
and the world. When Margaret was admitted to The Retreat, Ann is described as being ‘in a
state of mental excitement chiefly connected with religious subjects’; Margaret herself is
diagnosed as ‘frantic’.17As the years passed, Margaret remained in The Retreat, save for one
brief release. Her doctor’s notes of 1838 say, ‘Now and then she does a little needlework, but it is
so badly done, as to be of little use.’ Hemingway, with her expert eye for knitting turns of phrase,
suspects this ‘needlework’ is knitting. By the time Margaret was in her fifties, knitting had
become a fixation: ‘She has been induced to employ herself at knitting, but the work she



performs is more a tangled web, which, like Penelope of old, she pulls out as fast as she does it.’
Fourteen years later, there was no change: ‘She still knits away with a piece of string and pieces
of wool and needles producing only a tangle.’ But more than this: ‘If she cannot get anything to
employ herself in this manner she rubs her hands together all day long till she rubs the skin off.
Then she rubs away at the sore.’18By 1882, Margaret was nearing seventy and often ‘has a
piece of tape or string and bit of wood in her hands, with which she goes through the manoeuvre
of making a stitch in knitting, immediately dropping the stitch, this is incessantly repeated’. Five
years later, she still ‘sits all day long playing with a piece of string and wood’. She died in 1900,
at the age of eighty-five, having spent sixty-four years trying to knit in The Retreat. Hemingway
reckons that the piece of wood she held was a substitute for the Dales knitter’s stick to hold her
needle.19As I work these gloves, I think about someone else who uses knitting as a psychic
guide to help them when their mind races then grinds to a halt – a modern-day Margaret, a
knitter navigating her way through life’s storms. The person who taught me to knit is the mother
of my childhood best friend, more aunt than acquaintance. My mother preferred spinning and
weaving, so it was Suzanne who showed me how to wield a pair of needles and a crochet hook.
The daughter of a German woman who moved to Britain after the war, Suzanne’s house was
filled with fabrics, books and pictures with a glamorous European flavour. She had lived in
Hamburg and travelled in Scandinavia, and made my best friend beautiful coats, jumpers and
dresses patterned with Nordic colourwork. Rather thrillingly, she once took us out of school for a
day to haul her family’s treasured trinkets to a nearby stately home to be valued on The Antiques
Roadshow. Alas, nothing was found to be of great financial worth, but her status as a
connoisseur of culture was firmly established in our minds.Suzanne also has bipolar disorder. As
a child, I was confused by her changes in mood; sometimes she was frantic, mind racing and
hands reaching for her needles. Other times, months would pass when she could hardly leave
the house. In making these gloves, I am minded to thank Suzanne for teaching me how to knit
over twenty years ago. Knitting is a skill passed down, most often from woman to woman. It
connects us: Suzanne learned to knit from Omi, her grandmother, born at the end of the
nineteenth century. I never met Omi, but Suzanne has passed on her craft to me.After seven
days of knitting, I reach the base of the fingers, having broadened the palm by two stitches in the
thirty-third row and another two in the forty-first row. Measuring the glove against my palm, I slide
my hand inside to check the length. Short-palmed and long-fingered, my hands are too short for
this pattern. I go off-piste. Beginning the fingers two diamonds short, I decide to continue the
diamonds up the back of each finger, keeping the chequerboard pattern on the palm and
underside of the fingers. Now I work quickly – the first finger now only twenty-nine rounds and I
swiftly knit my way up its length. I keep checking the length – four diamonds for the first and third
fingers, five for the middle, three for the pinkie. The pattern is known as ‘adderback’, and I plot
this clutch of adders along my own hand’s length.I want to know more about Dent’s latter-day
Terrible Knitters, and head to the National Library of Scotland to read The Old Hand-Knitters of
the Dales. Published in 1951, the book came about when the editor of the Dalesman magazine



suggested that Marie Hartley and Joan Ingilby, who both went on to receive MBEs for their
services to the heritage of Yorkshire, should write a pamphlet on the region’s hand-knitting
industry. Hartley and Ingilby were chronicling an industry in its death-throes, and they knew it. In
the book’s foreword, they note with both pride and sorrow: ‘We stand back and admire the
knitters’ frugal lives. In the end the long-time threat of machine-made goods triumphed, and the
industry finished.’20I collect the book from the desk, and in the library’s silence tear open a pack
of brand-new pencils with their petrol scent of graphite. This grand library leaves me feeling
disconnected from the knitters and their world – I need to mentally relocate myself into their
landscape. The book includes a hand-drawn map, sketched before new county boundaries
created Cumbria and North Yorkshire from Westmorland and Yorkshire’s West Riding. Scanning
the chart, the place names seem to come from Middle-earth, but then Tolkien stole from Britain’s
early tongues. Ravenstonedale and Wild Boar Fell; Mallerstang, Yockenthwaite, Garsdale;
Aysgarth and Wharfedale. Names with wild, seductive magic and, like Shetland’s fleece terms,
Norse in origin. The garth and stang and thwaite and dale give it away.On the second page I
meet my first Dent knitter face-to-face. Wearing a heavy blouse and thick dark skirt, her keen
eyes glance down to her ball of yarn, disappearing at the picture’s corner. Her hands hold a set
of needles, pricks in the dialect, with a needle guard at her waist. Pale hair in a chignon, her
mouth curls into a smile. To her right sits another knitter, dressed in black bombazine from head
to foot – including a pie-tin hat perched on her head and a high starched collar – and around her
shoulders is a knitted sleeveless jacket. The two women sit outdoors on high-backed wooden
chairs, their eyes intent upon their work. Our knitter has a huge piece of knitted work before her;
its curves look like those of sock – but what a sock! It takes up her entire lap. Such pieces would
have been felted, agitated with hot water and elbow grease, to create a dense boot of wool to be
worn inside a sailor’s wader.Next is Mary Kirkbride, nicknamed ‘Molly i’ t’ Wynd’, sitting on a
padded chair outside her home in Gayle. At Mary’s feet is a huge whorl of yarn, sitting in its own
dish, a strand linked to her fingers. Molly was famed for her knitting of those same dense ‘bump’
stockings for sailors. Living to the age of ninety-three, she was so adept at knitting that the
clicking of her needles could be heard across the unlit street at night. Fixed in sepia, her gaze
rests on something unseen and distant, dark brows furrowed. That unconscious sternness, the
concentrating brow, is an expression I am told I assume when knitting and reading. I cannot see
myself, but my mother and my husband tell me I frown at my books and my needles in equal
measure. ‘I’m not cross,’ I rejoin, but I cannot deny that I look it – the sharp and now indelible
crease between my eyebrows gives tacit witness. I recognize this fold of skin: it is on long-term
loan from my mother, along with a rounded nose and high hairline.After Mary come Kit and Betty
Metcalfe, a husband and wife who sit knitting on either side of their door like guarding lions,
proffering their knitwear to passers-by. The Metcalfes were known for knitting cycling stockings
with distinctive decorative tops made especially by Kit, with Betty knitting the rest. Kit sits in his
shirtsleeves and waistcoat, his large white beard almost brushing the top of his starched white
apron. Their yarn spools from a large floral-patterned box at his feet. In the Dales, it wasn’t just



the women who knitted – they were joined by men and children to boost the family’s coffers, and
a good Dentdale woman could sing and knit whilst lugging her milking pail as she herded her
cows – or so the old rhyme goes:She knaws how to sing and knit,And she knaws how to carry
the kit,When she drives her kye to pasture. 21‘Keep short needles.’ Three wise words from these
Daleswomen, urging folk to work as close to the tips of their pins as possible. Their language is
as distinct as their knitting: stitches were counted using the old sheep-telling numbers yan, tan,
tethera for one, two, three. The thick undyed yarn they called ‘bump’; a common praising simile
of the time was for a person to be ‘as open as bump knitting’. ‘Striving needles’ competed to see
who could finish their row first.On another page, Martha Dinsdale plies her needles in Appersett.
One of the last to earn her living through hand-knitting, she made sailors’ long-sleeved jerseys
and ‘popped jackets’, with banded blue-and-white bodies. A thin woman with grey-white hair,
bent over her needles and a ball of dark wool, she has a woven shawl round her shoulders and a
knitted blanket on the chair behind her. At her waist is the needle guard for her curving pin.
When Hartley and Ingilby met Martha, they told her that their knitting, on straight needles, was
slower than hers. She responded with a laugh: ‘They aught to ’a’ learned ye better.’Knitting and
laughter go together like cakes and ale. The geologist Adam Sedgwick, born in Dent in 1785,
remembers from his childhood the women gathering for evening ‘sittings’ round their fires and
knitting ‘with a speed that cheated the eye’. Gloves and worsted stockings were conjured whilst
the ‘heart-cheering sound of the human tongue’ told stories and jokes and riddles and ‘ancient
songs of enormous length’.22 Sometimes a younger woman would be asked to read, and,
‘apparently without interrupting her work by more than a single stitch’, would rip through some
popular novel such as Robinson Crusoe, the reading of which ‘would charm all tongues to
silence’. The historian William Howitt, travelling to Dent in the 1830s, attended one such sitting.
Like Sedgwick, he hears an evening full of tales, and ‘all this time their knitting goes on with
unremitting speed. They sit rocking to and fro like so many weird wizards.’23Near the back of
The Old Hand-Knitters of the Dales, I pick up the trail of ‘my’ gloves. Here is a small oval
photograph of their maker, Mary Allen, born in 1857, her rounded cheeks framed by wavy hair.
She wears a smart dark dress, with a white frill at the neck and a cameo brooch at her throat.
Hartley and Ingilby note that Mary’s work is ‘a last flowering of the art of the old knitters – those
people to whom skill in the craft was a birth-right from past generations’.24I leave the library long
after dark and, as the train rattles north to Fife, finally finish the first of my Dent gloves. The
trouble with gloves is the need to knit a pair, identical in nearly every stitch. I baulk at starting the
second, but as the night hurtles by in alternate flashes of neon and black, I can’t bear to be
haund idle, the Scots phrase for a woman sitting with her hands lazy in her lap. Seventy-eight
stitches took me a whole evening to cast on last time. But this time my fingers bypass my flitting
conscious brain and seem to remember the knack. In minutes, I’ve made a row of black loops
tethered with white. These are neater too – even as the train jinks, they form neatly and with
ease, though the engine vibrations shake my writing as I tally the stitches to keep my work on
track. Back at home, I work my way swiftly up the second wrist, ribbing in black and white, and



knit my name again.As January draws to a close, I begin the second glove’s thumb. On the first I
employed the easiest technique I know, shifting the thumb stitches onto a holder and returning
later to knit these stitches and pick up those behind to form the thumb. But this time I use the
method suggested in the pattern. At the base of the thumb joint I start creating a gusset, working
it at the same time as the palm, adding stitches with each row. The result is usable but lumpy, a
rough Frankensteinian digit that irks me. I pull my eyebrows down in frustration and work through
my mistake.I knit on, up and away to the top of the palm, and divide for the fingers. The fingers
knit up quickly, and as I near the tip of the final finger a buzz of excitement builds in me, and I
pause to photograph these last stitches. In my hand, I hold a pair of Dentdale gloves, made from
Shetland yarn, with my name at the wrist. I wriggle my hands inside, delighted to find that each
glove fits. I hope Mary Allen, Eleanor Rawnsley and Margaret Thwaite would be pleased – I
am.Notes1Holinshed’s Chronicles, in William Youatt, Sheep: Their Breeds, Management and
Diseases (London: Baldwin and Cradock, 1837), p. 1942Rob Harvey Long, in conversation, 5
June 2018313 Eliz., c. 19, ‘Hattes and Cappes’, 1571, The Statutes of the Realm: Printed by
Command of his Majesty King George the Third, ed. Alexander Luders et al. (Dawsons of Pall
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Tales, in The Hengwrt Chaucer Digital Facsimile, ed. Estelle Stubbs (2003), line 27016Opinion
on the root of this word is divided: it seems the Old Dutch word ostades may have been used for
a worsted-type of cloth before Norfolk’s manufacturers’ rise to prominence. Yet the association
persists and the etymology remains unresolved.17Penelope Lister Hemingway, ‘Playing with a
Piece of String: The Story of a Dentdale Knitter in The Retreat Asylum, York’, Knit Edge, 3 (May
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2523William Howitt, The Rural Life of England, vol. 2 (London, 1838), p. 30924Hartley and
Ingilby, The Old Hand-Knitters2Proper GanseysI do not agree with T. S. Eliot: February is the
cruellest month. Twenty-eight days of rain upon hail, frost upon fog. Two dour Scots words, snell
and dreich, sum up this cold and bitter weather. Car journeys lengthen as we creep along
country roads, watching for black ice and standing water. Power cuts plunge us into darkness
and we keep an eye on the forecast. After the dark days of December and January, February is
the last full month of winter we endure. Our reserves, buoyed up by Christmas and New Year, are
now at their lowest ebb. Above the fifty-sixth parallel, it feels like we’ve not seen sun since the
clocks changed in October. There’s another month to thole until March springs us forward. We
hunker down at home, gorge on television, keep up our winter weight.What better time of year to
begin a gansey? Heavy and dense, these traditional fishermen’s jerseys are tightly knitted to
repel water, encasing the wearer in a woolly cocoon from neck to waist and wrist. From the
Pentland Firth to the Yarmouth Roads, ganseys were the de facto uniform of Britain’s fishing fleet
from the early nineteenth century until after the advent of waterproof PVC in 1913. Even if we do
not recognize the word, most of us have seen a gansey. Under his yellow foulies, the old seaman
on my tin of Fisherman’s Friend cough drops wears a navy one, and Captain Birdseye sports a
cream gansey with his dark blue blazer. One famous photograph of Ernest Shackleton shows
the explorer gazing into the distance under furrowed brows, clad in a gansey with a pair of thick
fur mittens dangling from a leather strap.Usually dark blue, but occasionally grey, cream, or even
red, ganseys were worn up and down the UK’s coast and along Britain’s inland waterways.
Before inexpensive mass production, most were knitted at home by the wives, mothers,
daughters, sisters and grandmothers of the men who wore them. Knitting a gansey will be my
challenge for this dark and enervating month.How did the gansey get its name? Used
interchangeably with ‘guernsey’, the gansey’s roots are uncertain and debated. Jersey and
Guernsey, two of the Channel Islands, are both bywords for woollens. The island of Guernsey
has long been known for its fine hand-spinning, but the gansey jumper is found as far north as
Shetland, without apparent connection to the Channel Islands’ style of knitting. Scotland’s
ganseys are knitted all in one piece, but historically, jumpers from Guernsey have been knitted
as separate pieces that are then stitched together. Some believe that ‘gansey’ is not a
bastardized form of ‘guernsey’ but instead the offspring of garn, or ‘yarn’: the hard Germanic g
kept on the eastern seaboard but softened to a y elsewhere. As we say ‘woollies’ for ‘woollens’,
a gansey might really be a ‘yarnsey’. There’s good evidence for this: in Norwegian and Danish
‘yarn’ is garn, and a Norwegian jumper is a genser. The Oxford English Dictionary doesn’t agree,
but its entry for ‘gansey’ is thin. In Irish Gaelic, geansaí is the generic word for ‘jumper’, the sister
of the Scottish Gaelic geansaidh: two Gaelicizations of ‘guernsey’, parallel to the English
appropriation of ‘jersey’.I begin to follow the gansey trail in Fife, at the Scottish Fisheries
Museum. Ganseys are firmly associated with the coast, with the fishing communities that wore
them. People have fished along Scotland’s coast for at least nine millennia. For most of this,
fishing was for subsistence; the aim survival, not commerce. By the fourteenth century, trade in



fish for export to the Continent had been established on Scotland’s east coast, but the scale was
small.Then came the Highland Clearances. Prior to the eighteenth century, Highland townships,
or bailes, were run as communal concerns, the land shared and farmed between households.1
Fertile land was divided into ‘rigs’ of roughly equal size – around 240 paces long and six paces
wide – and reallocated every two to three years among community members.2 This ‘runrig’
system, divided between the fertile infield (‘croft-land’ or ‘mucked land’) and the outfield (the
‘folds’ or faughs), supported perhaps only four or five households, with bere (barley), small oats
(Avena strigosa), flax and kale grown in the infield, and a mix of grazing and turf and oat on the
outfield.3 Beyond this was moorland for rough grazing, providing further turf and peat to the
steading. Stock, mostly small dark sheep and cattle of an ancient native type, would be moved
to graze on the summer pasture and back to the ‘winter-town’ each year, with much of the
township’s population moving with them.4 This type of subsistence farming was managed by the
tacksman (from the Old Norse taka, ‘tenure of land’), a key figure operating between the clan
chief, who owned the land, and the (often related) tenant farmers. By farming small herds in this
way, each township could produce much of the fleece for domestic use. From at least the twelfth
until the sixteenth century, this was the primary method of farming across Highland
Scotland.5Further south, the agricultural landscape altered fundamentally with the enclosure of
common land. With the Union of the Crowns in 1603 and the Union of the Parliaments in 1707,
the old Highland system of clan-based tenancies started to change. Land began to be enclosed
and divided between households, developing into what we now recognize as crofting: single-
household husbandry, which combined traditional farming with fishing and other essential crafts
to support each family. The old clan system with the tacksman at its heart was dissolving, as the
chiefs changed from paternal figures inspiring fealty to landlords, many eager to sell lands they
now saw as unprofitable.By the eighteenth century, farmers in Scotland’s south and England’s
north (in particular Ayrshire, the Borders, and Northumberland) were developing new techniques
for large-scale farming, along with new breeds of sheep to maximize wool yield. Cheviot and
Blackface sheep (also known as Lammermoor, Tweeddale, Galloway and Linton) were brought
onto the grazing lands in great numbers. They displaced not only the ancient Highland sheep,
small and fine-fleeced, and producing perhaps only half as much wool as the improved breed,6
but also those who farmed them. By around 1760, the first large-scale sheep farmers from
southern Scotland were established in Argyll and Dunbartonshire.7 So came the Clearances,
seen in microcosm in the parish records of Assynt in Sutherland. Between 1790 and 1808, the
number of sheep farmed there increased from 7,840 to 21,000. The Countess of Sutherland and
her husband Lord Stafford forcibly resettled some ten thousand people from their lands to make
way for more profitable flocks of sheep. Forty-eight villages were cleared from Assynt alone, with
over 160 families evicted from their homes.Many Highland communities were forcibly resettled
on the coast and encouraged to fish instead of farm. This ‘shepherding’ to the coast had a
precedent: three hundred years previously, James IV of Scotland issued a parliamentary decree
that all ‘idle persons’ should be forced to work in fisheries or face banishment. Neil Gunn’s The



Silver Darlings, set in the fisheries of the Moray Firth in the first half of the nineteenth century,
brings the Clearances chillingly to life: ‘the landlords had driven them from these valleys and
pastures, and burned their houses, and set them here against the seashore to live if they could,
and if not, to die.’8 The Clearances, most notoriously carried out by the Dukes of Sutherland and
Argyll between 1847 and 1858, compelled more than 16,500 Highlanders to leave their homes.
It wasn’t simply a forced exodus, but something almost amounting to a massacre: ‘extermination
of the population’9 was the term used by Sir Edward Pine Coffin, the government commissary-
general.The resettled communities were often expected to make their living without experience
or equipment. Lairds bought fishing boats that they rented to the men, who had to pay back the
owners from the proceeds of a successful catch. This tied the men to their new village, and to
fishing as a livelihood. Landowners were known to force men to fish in the roughest weather, so
intent were they on a return from their investment, but fish prices on the quayside sometimes
dipped so low as to make it nigh-on impossible for fishermen to buy their freedom.Boats tended
to be crewed by family groups, much as the old farms had been run, with brothers, fathers,
uncles, sons and nephews working together; catches included ling, cod, haddock and whiting.
There were two types of fishing: sma’ (small) lining used a light, weighted line to fish close to the
shore; with great lining the men headed for deeper waters, undertaking voyages lasting many
days. The catch was divided according to the ‘Scottish share’: two thirds went to maintain the
boat and gear, with the remaining third divided between the fishermen. Along Scotland’s east
coast in the first half of the nineteenth century, boats averaged crews of six men: each took
home one eighteenth of the total catch to use or sell.The sea may have been a cruel mistress –
boats were female too – but the water was the domain of men. Women never set foot aboard
ship: a ‘blood taboo’ precluded it. When these communities had lived inland, menstruating
women were kept away from the milk churn lest they curdle the milk. On the coast, the belief in
the blood curse continued. A woman should never step over fishing nets – to do so might bring
about the drowning of her husband. Even a wife sitting at home combing her hair whilst her
husband fished could be held responsible for his drowning, and a red-haired woman on the
shore could spell disaster for the fishermen.‘Work and wait and dree your weird’ (dread your
fate), went the saying.10 But more than simply waiting, women worked hard onshore. Sma’ lining
required fishing lines a mile long, with 600–2,000 snids, short horsehair threads dangling from
the main line. From each snid hung a hook, with a shelled mussel as bait. At low tide, women
raked mussels from the shore and stored them in scaups, shallow pits dug above the high-water
line. Before each fishing trip, women baited the hooks with these fleshy lures, carefully – one cut
or scrape from a hook could lead to blood poisoning. The lines were then coiled into sculls,
wicker baskets carried aboard ship. Boats took at least one scull for every man aboard. This isn’t
ancient history: in the mid-twentieth century a fisherman from the Fife harbour of Cellardyke
remembered his mother rising at four in the morning, ‘when she had a baby in the cradle, with
the cradle-string tied to her foot, rocking the cradle and with her hands baiting the
line’.11Women also waterproofed the fishing gear, barking the nets by dipping them in hot resin.



They often sold the catch too, carrying gutted fish in creels on their backs, walking their business
from house to house. It wasn’t just the creels the women carried pig-a-back. Beginning a sea
voyage with wet feet was unthinkable, yet before the twentieth century many smaller fishing
villages did not have piers. So women bore men to the boats on their backs, walking out to
where the boats lay at anchor and wading through waist-high water to deliver the men dry to
their vessels. ‘Fisher laddies need fisher lassies’ went the proverb. The fisher lassie’s lot was far
from easy.
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Susanne C., “Part knitting history part personal journal. For obsessive collectors of traditional
knitting books. I would have to agree with the first review, there is a lack of coherence. It is
overwritten, there are some very high flown phrases that seem out of place given the subject
matter- knitting, wool, the history of knitting, these are basic, earthy commonplaces, their
ubiquitousness gives them context and importance but maybe not transcendence. I say this as a
person who learned to knit at five and for whom needlework has been an obsession ever since. I
am not in any way trivializing the subject. I own hundreds of books on knitting, quilting, and
domestic history, and I am always anxious to acquire more, it is just that portions of this book
read like undergraduate essays intended to impress a professor.The stream of consciousness
approach which confuses is not without charm. If you are obsessed by the subject as I am even
the anecdotal jumping from topic to topic, encounter to encounter feeds the obsession. There is
research here but it seems idiosyncratic rather than systematic. As an introduction to traditional
British knitting it is a fine book. Because the book is not particularly long or dense she skims the
surface, if you have read many of the books dedicated to each topic, ganseys, Handknitters of
the Dales, Fair Isle, Shetland lace, there is little here beyond the personal voice, which is
interesting but I would not have hurried to buy it in hardcover had I realized exactly what I was
getting.”

Ginny, “A solid book. This is a very interesting book and an interesting concept except that while
there is a lot of scholarly material in the narrative, the photos are small and often very hard to
see any detail. Also the material is dense and I found it a bit difficult to sustain my interest. I'm
reading one chapter (one month) at a time but there is a lack of coherence. Still, the author has
a great idea and she's obviously assembled an amazing group of resources in the notes and
bibliography and index. THe chapter on Guernseys/ganseys could have taken up a whole book
and quite frankly, there is a wonderful newly revised book by Bet Brown Reinsel which, sad;ly,
got left out. It is superb and deserved to be included -- at least for the first edition if it wasn't yet
in print when Mrs. Rutter compiled her bibliography. A map would have helped immensely to
help sort the various projects and locations.I will persevere with reading but although there are
quips and humor, this is not an easy book to read.”

Quillienne, “Brings knitting history to life. This book is not a systematic history, but a book of
personal discovery. It's very readable and I enjoyed following along with the author's journey.
Along the way, I learned so many fascinating things. The history of knitting is told through the
lives of people she learns about. There are references to articles and books that I want to look
up, and the notes and bibliography are helpful. The book would benefit from a map, but I used
Google maps as a substitute.Some reviewers have reacted strongly to this book because of the
author's politics. To be clear, the author discusses the pussyhat in the context of knitting's history



of craftivism. The pussyhat is compared to the Phrygian hat of the French Revolution. The
discussion occurs on pp. 67-68 and 73-74. She also mentions taking part in a protest in London,
and yes, she expresses her distaste for Trump. It's a small part of the book.”

GB, “Wonderful & Interesting. I’m so glad I purchased this book. I am at the moment a novice
knitter. This does inspire me to learn more. Wish I could attend her talk at the V&A.”

J. Heritage, “Excellent intelligent survey of British knitting. What an enjoyable book. Very
thoroughly researched, intelligently structured and wittily written, and real in depth infomration
about knitting from all around the country. However much you know about knitting, you will learn
something!Please ignore the one star review from a person who didn't even buy the book, let
alone read it, before criticising its geographical coverage. The British Isles are covered in all their
diversity.”

HB, “Beautiful read for knitters and non-knitters alike.. A wonderfully written book that explores
history and social themes through the lens of wool. Engaging and heart-warming - definitely
worth a read!”

Jennifer Hankins, “My absolute favorite book of 2020!. This book is brilliantly written. It's
practically a page-turner and I admit to staying up late several nights in a row just to keep
reading more of it. The author's style is swift and conversational yet she still delivers on all kinds
of social history about knitting and the wool industry in Britain. She just has an expert way of not
letting the narrative get too heavy with facts. Rutter is especially good at making knitting feel like
a collective and heirloom act which reaches back into the past. And she walks the walk by
working on her own projects throughout the book and sharing her frustrations and victories in
using her own "pins." I found the section on herring girls particular compelling and I even wrote a
song (I am a writer by profession) based on the knitting language she highlighted. HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED.”

Lilly S., “Loved It!! (....but have a Dictionary or Google handy!!). I've just taken up knitting again
after 20 years during the "Lockdown" so I really enjoyed reading this history book about
knitting.The language the author uses in her descriptions is delightful. Her English Literature
background clearly blossoms as she writes - and I found my vocabulary tested in every chapter
as I learnt new words.I loved reading about all the different yarns and places and although some
of the history I found a little too detailed for my liking, it was soon interspersed with personal
stories and interesting information.”

Ruth E., “Highly recommend. This book is wonderfully written and inspiring. It would make a
great gift for anyone interested in wool and knitting.”
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